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Docs magic card sleeves

Players can use plastic card sleeves or other protective devices on cards. When a player chooses card sleeves, all sleeves must be identical and all cards in their deck must be placed in the envelopes in the same way. If the sleeves have holograms or similar markings, the cards must be inserted into the sleeves so that these marks
appear only on the sides of the cards. During a game, a player may require a judge to inspect an opponent's card envelopes. The judge may ban the card sleeves if they believe they are marked, worn or otherwise in a state or design that interferes with mixing or playing. In the interests of efficiency, the judge may decide to delay any
sleeve change until the end of the game. Competition and Professional Rules Enforcement Level tournaments set additional restrictions on sleeves. Highly reflective backs are not allowed. Sleeves with hologram patterns over some or all of the front or back sleeves are not allowed. Sleeves with artworks on the back can be subjected to
additional testing, especially if there is no fixed frame around the edges. When using sleeves on double-sided cards, the sleeves must be completely opaque. The main judge is the last authority over which sleeves are allowed. Close Top Categories: Toys, Cards &amp; Card Stock 4.5 5 5 adjusted adjusted rating 433 Reviews 15
Products Analyzed 772 Reviews Analyzed (85) (62) (16) (6) (1) (標準 Magic: The Gathering™,Pokémon™) 管質護⽤. 1パック50枚⼊り。 驕謚槭縺溘繝逕繝縺蜒縺逕逕逕縺ゅ縺帙繝繝. - this shop uses cookies - both for technical reasons and to improve your shopping experience縲 繧ォ繝. If you continue to use the Shop, you agree to the
use of cookies. (further information) This shop uses cookies - both for technical reasons and to improve your shopping experience. If you continue to use the Shop, you agree to the use of cookies. (more information) doubt for a while, but ultimately decide that after spending hundreds of dollars on a game it would be foolish to leave it
ruined by being too cheap to get through some sleeves, I got the docsmagic sleeve bundle. Since I haven't seen any pictures of the sleeves here, I thought I would share my experiences. I think the picture says it all. The gears fit well, with a little space on the sides, but not too much. The sleeve cards also fit easily to the 12 Slot Ultra-Pro
coin collector pages. Also with 3 copies per slot. The billing event cards have a bit more slack, but still fit tightly enough. The location maps are narrow and they protrude a little (approx. 1-2 mm). I a picture of normal cards (standard american sleeves), but they fit ok with some space on all sides. I could take a photo if someone wants to
see it. Overall, I am very satisfied with the sleeves, mainly because of the relatively low price. Page 2 15 comments
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